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1.

Introduction

Kiwi kids are becoming more and more hooked on Halloween and the pressure
on parents to allow their kids to join the throngs parading the streets in
ghoulish costumes is increasing. Many parents see Halloween as a negative
influence and unsafe practice and welcome positive alternatives to trick or
treating and scary costumes. Churches have used Halloween to their
advantage by organising community events with names like Light Party,
Heroes and Angels, All Saints and All Hallows Party.
The Light Party Trust has trademarked the name “Light Party” therefore you
need to be a member of the Light Party organization (membership is free but
you are encouraged to make a donation) to be able to use the name. There
are requirements that you are asked to fulfil as a member. Check out their
website http://www.lightparty.org

2.

Where can we hold it?

The ideal is to hold the party in your church building as this helps bring
community and church together. But remember that first impressions are very
important so try to see your church through the eyes of an outsider. Make
sure it is clean, warm and aesthetically appealing. Advertise your other Kids
Friendly activities and programmes for children and families on attractive and
colourful notice boards.
Often church premises are not large enough to cope with numbers. Local
school halls are great and you may even like to partner with your school to
organise the event. Include your church’s logo on the advertising flyers so
your community is aware of your involvement.
3.

Planning an event

Halloween is celebrated on the 31st October. It is a good idea to organise your
event on that day otherwise children are still inclined to roam the streets on
the 31st.
If you need to hire alternative facilities this should be done at least two
months prior as bookings may be at a premium.
Work with others in your church and even with other churches in your
community that are keen to come on board to organise the event.
There is no particular way of running an alternative to Halloween as you will
see from the sample programmes included in this resource.
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It’s a good idea to clarify your objectives and target market (i.e. is it for
children to be dropped off or do you want parents to accompany them) before
you start planning the event.
Brainstorm the event using the 5W’s and 1 H – what, when, why, who, why
and how?
Some groups like to bring in the gospel message during the programme while
others share the gospel through their actions and words.
If your programme is offering food there are organisations that will donate
food e.g. McCain’s, Nestle, your local supermarket. Also The Warehouse,
Harvey Norman, and Noel Leeming are approachable for prizes. This does
need to be done early on as many of these retailers set a budget at the
beginning of the year for product donations.
Many churches do not charge for their events while others ask for a gold coin
donation or entrance fee. This is entirely the decision of your church.

4.

Examples of Programmes
• Heroes and Angels Party - Calvin Presbyterian, Gore
• Light Party - St Andrew’s Presbyterian – Geraldine
• Light Party – St Margaret’s Presbyterian, Christchurch
• Light Party - Knox Christian Centre, Hamilton
• Halloween Party – St Heliers Presbyterian Church, Auckland
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•

Heroes and Angels Party - Calvin Presbyterian, Gore

Objective: Our objective is to love and serve the children and families of
our community.
This is a FAMILY event, not a ‘drop off your kids’ event. This means
families including lots of dads come. We do not share the Christian
message overtly at this event but offer the event as a gift.
Duration: This year our plan is to have two sessions, one from 3 - 5pm
and the other from 6 – 8pm as numbers have increased beyond
what we can cope with in one session.
Leadership/Volunteers: It takes 100 Calvin volunteers to put this
event on, and last year cost around $2,000. Every volunteer who
is involved at the event wears a Red Events Shirt – these are just
a polo shirt from the Warehouse that have our ‘logo’ and ‘Calvin
Community Church’ printed on the front. These are great for the
following reasons….
•
it lets the community know who to go to if they have
questions
•
they see how many church people are involved in running
this event
•
it gives the volunteers a sense of importance and value
•
it gives the volunteers authority, the Red Shirt people are in
charge!
Fees Charged: Nil
Set Up: We involve our Welcome Team and some Kidz Church Kids to
welcome our guests. The children are the ‘front line’, the adults are
in the background to mix and mingle. The children are far less
threatening for newcomers. Children hand out a layout (floor plan)
showing where everything is; the programme is printed on the
reverse side.
The event is promoted in advance by distributing colouring competition
sheets. Children are invited to bring these on the night. When
children enter, those in costume (there are a lot!) are taken over
to the archway where their photo is taken and their colouring
competition entries are pinned up on display boards. Photos are
available the following week for parents to pick up from reception
(also free). Photos are stuck onto a firm backing card with a label
on the back ‘With love from Calvin Community Church’.
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Programme: For the first hour everyone moves freely around all the
‘side show alley’ type activities as shown in detail on the lay-out
floor plan. There are also crafts, clowns, face painting and balloon
creations.
The next 20 mins is FOOD time (cheerios, savouries, sandwiches, lolly
cake, jellies, carrot/chocolate cake) – we stop all games, pack
down (to a degree) to prepare the auditorium for everyone coming
in for:
GUEST ENTERTAINER - 20 mins,
PRIZES - 5 mins,
DISCO - 15 mins.
The End (2 hour programme)
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•

Light Party - St Andrew’s Presbyterian - Geraldine
Objective: To provide an alternative to Halloween for ages 5-11 (year 6
at school). Children can be dropped off. If we include 3-4 year
olds, they need to be accompanied by parents.
We do not give a gospel message at this event, but we have little stickers
or bookmarks in our party bags which have a verse on them.
Duration: The programme runs for two hours from 5.30pm to 7.30pm.
We may change this to 5.00pm to 7.00pm if younger children are
involved.
Leadership/Volunteers: We use volunteers from the church which
includes teenagers. The older people love helping with crafts and
in the kitchen. We include about 30 volunteers for the evening.
We have different people on set up and pack down, so those who
have been with the children during the party are exempted from
pack down.
Fees Charged: Nil
Set Up: We use the local school hall for our event and therefore need
volunteers early to set the hall up. We decorate the hall and use
special lighting for our disco at the end of the night.
Children are greeted and signed in and given a name badge (sticker).
They are invited to “guess the number of jelly beans in the jar”
beside the greeting table.
Four crafts are set up on one side of the hall and arcade games and face
painting are set up on the other side of the hall. These are packed
up during the meal time in readiness for the disco. Mini golf and a
bouncy castle are available outside.
Programme:
5.30pm to 6.30pm: Sign in, arcade games and crafts. The children can
roam freely between the different activities.
6.30pm: Food, we prepare fruit platters and pizzas (sponsored by
McCain’s) and hot chips (supplied by our local fish ‘n chip shop).
Spiders (ice cream and different flavours of fizzy drinks in plastic
tumblers are the dessert.)
6.50pm: Announcement and prize giving for “count the jelly beans”
winner and the best dressed child.
7.00pm to 7.30pm: Disco
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7.30pm: Finish – each child is given a gift bag. In each gift bag there is
a balloon, lolly, mini choco bar, a gift such as a bookmark, pencil,
eraser etc. These can be obtained from Children Ministries in
Auckland who prepare Halloween packs especially for this time of
the year.
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•

Light Party – St Margaret’s Presbyterian, Christchurch,
Objective: To provide an alternative to Halloween for our community for
ages 5-10 (preschoolers are welcome with parental support and
care).
Duration: We start at 5.00pm and go to 7.00pm. However many families
hang around till about 7.30pm. We are relaxed about this and
allow people to continue to play. A number of church families have
their own “private disco” after this time with their under 5’s.
Leadership/Volunteers: This involves at least 50 people during the
course of the event. House groups predominately take
responsibility for various aspects of the night - security, food, and
carnival games. A predominately elderly house group assembles
the gift bags for us. For a month before the event we ask for
wrapped lollies and mini chocolate bars from parishioners.
Don’t forget your setup and pack down crews. I also draw heavily on
teenagers and those involved already in youth ministry and kids
ministry that I work with. Critical members of the team (i.e. those
that have technical ability or are part of the organising team wear
Fluoro jackets for identification (when you have 160+ kids plus
parents you need to be able to find people fast). We encourage all
our volunteers to dress up and require them to wear light party
badges and nametags.
Fees Charged: Entry is $2 per child or $5 for families.
Set Up: Corridors are lit with fairy lights and silver foil.
Light room: UV room with simple posters about God and Jesus crosses
etc in fluorescent and glow in the dark paint and highlighters.
These were made by the Girls Brigade. Disco lighting and Party
music (we borrow the local school’s “Jump Jam” CD, as the kids
know the songs and dances).
Carnival Games: Many simple games constructed by church members
(side show alley styles) and staffed by volunteers, lolly rewards for
completion. Stack of cans, multiple lolly guess jars, throw the
animals through Noah’s Ark windows, magnetic fishing, etc.
Bouncy Castle: Manned by operator
Food: Sausage Sizzle, bottle of fizz, and a small Popsicle.
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Gift Bags: On the way out all children receive gift bags including info
about activities at church for young people, stickers are placed on
the bags with a relevant bible message “Jesus is the light of the
world” and a comment like “Given with love from St Margaret’s
Presbyterian”, Lollies, balloons etc. We have sugar and lolly free
alternatives available.
Programme:
5.00pm
Door Open, free play
5.50pm
Speaker (welcome, message)
6.00pm
In age groups the children line up and are given their
sausage and drink.
Free play resumes until the conclusion, ice blocks are handed out during
this time, some families begin to leave from this time and are
given party bags on their way out.
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•

Light Party - Knox Christian Centre, Hamilton

Objective: To provide a fun alternative to Halloween for our community’s
families.
To provide an event for the whole family to enjoy together. (Our light party is
only open to children accompanied by an adult. This means we do not
have too many behavioural issues.)
Duration: 5.30pm to 7.15 pm
Leadership/Volunteers: Up to 20 volunteers are involved in the running of
this event that attracts about 300 parents and children. 4-5 weeks
before the event I make a list of specific tasks and the times they need
to be done (see sample) and enlarge them and put them up in the foyer
of our church which I decorate well before time for the light party to help
people catch the vision and motivate them to sign up to help. (Disco
balls white and yellow fabric hanging from walls. A large light party logo.
All crosses in the church I wrap in foil and Christmas lights). I also call
for volunteers and help each Sunday 4-5 weeks before the event. A
month before, when retailers are advertising Halloween and large packs
of candy, I ask for candy donations from the congregation. The elderly
are very keen to help in this way.
Fees Charged: $3 per person
Venue: We hold the party at our church using all the spaces we have. We are
thinking of holding it in conjunction with other churches in future at the
local park / domain.
Set Up: Outside we have the bouncy castles, tents for candy floss, carnival
games, sausage sizzle and contests (burping, eating Weetbix, lolly
scramble).
Inside we have the adult café operating, balloons and face painting.
Programme: See our printed programme below which is given to all
participants.
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• Halloween Party – St Heliers Presbyterian Church, Auckland
Objective: To provide a fun and safe Halloween All Saints event for our
community’s children.
To facilitate relationships between children and church members.
Duration: 3.30pm to 5.30 pm
Leadership/Volunteers: Up to 8 volunteers are involved in the running of
this event at the church that attracts about 40 primary school children.
Up to 8 households are involved in welcoming children into their homes.
Fees Charged: $3 per person
Venue: We start the party in our church hall with games and a costume parade
with prizes. Children are then allocated into groups that walk around the
neighbourhood with an adult (8 children to one adult) to visit members
of our congregation who have “opted in”. Each group visits 4
households. Some have their houses decorated and play “tricks” on the
children, others have their gardens decorated and take the children on a
tour, others invite children in for a drink and snack and invite the
children to share something with them (e.g. a poem, joke etc) and they
share something with the children. All households contribute to the
children’s lolly bag. Children then return to the church for party food
and games.
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WELCOME
PROGRAMME
Location
Community Hall

Car Park

Event
Face Painting

5.30 – 7.15

Helium Balloons

5.30-7.15

Adult café – please help yourself to
coffee, tea and some home baking
and free literature on Halloween

5.30-7.15

Children’s water and cold drink
station

5.30-7.15

Human Gyroscope only 11 year olds
and over

5:30 – 7:15

Sausage and fish sizzle only $1

5:30 – 7:30

Ice Cream

6:45 – 7:15

Tennis Court

Candy Floss

5:30 – 7:15

Carnival games

5:30 – 7:15

Bouncy Castle for 6 years olds and up
Challenges:
Lollie find in cream
Dry Wheetbix eating
Marshmallow stuff
Burping Contest

5:30 – 7:15

Humongous lollie scramble
Community rooms
(Pre school area)

Time

6.15
6.30
6.45
7.00
7:15

Bouncy castle under 6’s

5.30-7.15

Outdoor toys

5.30-7.15
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(Back of programme)

Jesus said “I am the light of the world! Follow me, and
you won’t be walking in the dark. You will have the
light that gives life.” John 8:12

Thank You to our Light Party sponsors:

PAK 'n SAVE
Mill Street, Hamilton
(07) 839 7870
8am - 10pm, 7 days a week

GasPro
134 Grey Street, Hamilton East
07 856 7022
Open Monday to Friday 8am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 12 noon

Sunday @ 9:30am
With Children’s Programme
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5.

Staff/Volunteers and Recruitment

Halloween alternatives offer wonderful opportunity for involving people from your
church. Young energetic people are great with children and their involvement gives
them a sense of purpose and develops their leadership skills. Retired folk can make
wonderful contributions in the quieter activities such as art, crafts, and helping in the
kitchen.
It’s important that all volunteers have clear understanding of their roles. Make sure
that they know where they should be and what they should be doing. Have the
volunteers arrive early in order to get instructions for the night. Consider writing
simple job descriptions for volunteers.
Remember to thank everyone after the event by sending them a note or card.

Involving your congregation

(“whole church children’s ministry”)

A month before your event circulate a list (see sample) amongst your church
members asking for help. Remind your congregation that they can all be involved in
reaching your community and encourage them to help in some way.
6.

Publicity

Create a visual campaign: This includes flyers, posters, banners etc that can be
put up around the community.

Media: Decide where you can advertise/publicise e.g. local newspapers, community
notice boards, shops etc.

Schools: Visit your local school and introduce yourself and let them know what you
are doing. Ask them how many newsletters they send home if you are wanting to
send a flyer with the children and if it is ok to print a notice in the newsletter.

Community venues: Local library, community notice boards, medical centres, fish
‘n chip shops, bookshops etc.

Newspapers: Send an article to the local newspaper to let them know you are
organising an alternative to Halloween for children. Newspapers love good stories.
Invite them to come along and get some good photos for a follow-up story or offer to
send them large digital photos. Delegate this task to someone keen on photography.
(Ask the paper to let you know which photos they want to use and offer to caption
them – this way you can check it’s okay with parents. Or if you have a really big
party, include a clause as they “sign in” that photos may be used of their children.)

Radio: Often there is the community notice board on radio stations.
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Publicity schedule:
❖ Three weeks before start of programme:
o Ask local school to disseminate flyer attached.
o Place posters around the community.
❖ Two weeks before:
o Send article to local newspaper (talk to the editor and ask if she/he will
print something before sending – see sample articles).
o Ask the school if you can put a short notice in the newsletter (see sample
notices and letters to schools).
❖ One week before:
o Ask the school if you can put a reminder notice in their school newsletter
(see sample notices).
7.

Safety

Make safety and security a priority.








Always know where the children are.
Have a plan for what to do in the event of a fire or emergency.
Have a roll and sign-out procedures. (see sample roll and sign out sheet).
Agree how you will manage unacceptable behaviour.
Ensure your volunteers and staff are trained in your safety procedures.
Have one overall leader/coordinator who accepts responsibility for safety,
security and pastoral issues.

8. Examples of:
1. Flyers
2. Example of Volunteer requests
Helpers’ lists
Donation slips
Helpers’ instructions
Letter to volunteers
3. List of activities
4. Sample of “Guess how many for jelly/lolly jar”
5. Sign in and out sheets
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1.

Flyers:
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2.

Example of Volunteer Requests
Light Party, 31st October
5pm to 7:30pm @ Geraldine Primary School Hall

Name

Phone

Supervise
Crafts
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Activities

Fruit
Clean Up
Kitchen
Platter
(7:30pm)
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Donation Slip

Light Party

Light Party

I would love to donate $ ______________

I would love to donate $ ______________

Name:_____________________________

Name:_____________________________

Light Party

Light Party

I would love to donate $ ______________

I would love to donate $ ______________

Name:_____________________________

Name:_____________________________

Light Party

Light Party

I would love to donate $ ______________

I would love to donate $ ______________

Name:_____________________________

Name:_____________________________

Light Party

Light Party

I would love to donate $ ______________

I would love to donate $ ______________

Name:_____________________________

Name:_____________________________

Light Party

Light Party

I would love to donate $ ______________

I would love to donate $ ______________

Name:_____________________________

Name:_____________________________
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Knox Christian Centre Help List
Task

Name

Time

Selling tickets

Selling/ making
food
Bouncy castles
preschool
Bouncy House
Bouncy Bus over 6
years
Face painting

Carnival games
Human Gyroscope
Carnival games
Sjoobak,
Frostbite,
Balloon hit and
Crazy Catch

Carnival games
Pole bash
Balloons

5:15 – 6:30

Be ready at 5pm, every

take turns

under one year olds are free
when done count money and put it
in my office Thank you
Sell food, $1 per sausage or fish.
Please count money at end
follow the rules, only little kids
no shoes on bouncy castles

5:30 – 7:15
please take turns
5:30 – 7:15
5:30-6:45
5:30- 6:30
6:00 – 7:15
5:30 – 7:15
please take turns
5:30 – 7:15
please take turns

5:30 – 7:15
please take turns
5:30 – 7:15
please take turns

Competitions
Photos
Café
Ice cream
BBQ

What is expected of you

All the time please
include all activities
5:30 – 7:15
6:45 - 7:15

body
needs a ticket

follow the rules,
no shoes on bouncy castles
Will be in hall
Don’t do elaborate paintings as
there is little time
make sure kids and adults are big
enough to be safe
Frostbite (Marbles/ ice) let kids take
off shoes two at a time a
competition who can find the most
marbles with their toes
Sjoobak two kids play against each
other
balloon hit blow up a lot of balloons
before hand place in black bin bags
have drawing pins put up two
balloons at a time make sure every
one is out of the way let each child
have a try
Crazy Catch kids get three tries to
catch the return ball
Two kids the same size so as not to
hurt each other
In hall
one per child I have bought 400
balloons
Wheetbix, marshmallow, burp,
cream & lollie
please give a copy to Ian and Helen
In hall
on table out side
under gazebo sell 4 $1 each, did get
onions, please bring fish

If I have forgotten anything please phone me or email me, thanks Helen.
Together in Christ. (Phone number and/or email contact)
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Please follow these instructions:

Please pray for good weather, and that our lights will shine for Jesus who is the Light
Please be at Knox and ready at if possible 5pm
Buy a ticket even if you are helping please (I have bought a ticket for myself)
Put on a light party star to identify yourself it will be at the ticket stall
Go to the toilet before hand
Please don’t leave your post unattended
We are liable for injuries at the bouncy castles so make sure everyone is safe, first aid kits are in both kitchens
Please help pack away after party between 7:30- 8:00 not before

Set up on Friday
Balloons in
hall
Face paint
café

Gazebos
pre school
toys to be set
up outside
tables and
chairs outside
on grass area
and in front
of bbq
games to be
set up

put rubbish
bins out side
money flout
Bouncy
castles
preschool ,
Bouncy
House
Bouncy Bus
over 6 years
volley ball net
Pole bash
Human
Gyroscope
candy floss
machine
Bubble
machine

Gas, table, scissors, string to tie balloons table, chairs
table, chairs to sit on, paint, dustbin,
Tables chairs, table clothes, reading material on side table
Spook look, special to God, get tea coffee ready, drinks 4 kids (cordial sachets need to
be mixed) kids get plastic cups
to be put up at the end of the tennis court for carnival games. One for food one 4
tickets out front (parking to be cordoned off with rope and cones)
stored in youth room on grass out side community rooms

to eat on big trestle tables and old dark brown chairs that are on stage

Sjoolbak x2 under gazebos on tables,
balloon hit balloons small to be blown up then put in bin bags, press pins, darts board
Frostbite ice x 4 bags, marbles, sand pit one half
Crazy Catch and ball
all over as many as possible
for food and tickets
at community rooms will be delivered by The event fun company need power

to be put up on Tennis court, will be delivered by The event fun company, need power
on grass next to manse, stored in room in front of church
on grass between tennis court and the main kitchen, , will be delivered by The event
fun company need power
will be delivered by The event fun company on car park in front of bbq
to be set up on tennis court need power and table
set up on ladder out of the way of children (check wind direction for placement)
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Dear
It’s going to be a great night! Thanks so much for offering to help out.
Your job on the night is:
Details: _____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
•
•
•
•

The Party starts at 5.30pm (Friday 31 st) so if you could be at the primary school hall
no later than 5.00pm as children tend to arrive early.
Everything for your activity will be supplied and ready for you.
Most activities have a number of people rostered on so that everyone can have a break.
If you don’t have anyone to relieve you please give me a yell and I will stand in for you.
Do you have a fun costume or hat? - please wear it to add to the atmosphere. We had
some great ones in the past!

This is going to be a wonderful fun night that we can show the light of Jesus to our community
and beyond. Be prepared to come with a happy friendly face and bless our community with
your love!
Thanks for being such an awesome help - we couldn’t do it without you!
Signed: …….
Children & Families Co-ordinator
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3.

List of Activities

ACTIVITY 5-12years
Bags of Goodies
Balloon Hit
Can Stack
Catching Drink
Cotton Ball Race
Duck-o-War
Grab the Loot
Guess the Weight
Hammer Smack
Hit the Rat
Hoop the Bunnies
Hot Wheels Race
Message in the Bottle
Mouse Traps
Paratrooper Landing
Ping Pong Toss
Plate Toss
Quoits
Rocket Catapult
Shoot the Ducks
Shooters
Shot Put Roll
Snifters
Swing Bulls Eye
Target Tower
Tic-Tac-Toe
Tightrope Walker
Toilet Seat Drop
Toss Madness
Treasure Chest

DESCRIPTION

2008

Put bags of goodies on wall/board. Three throws to hit the ball and you get
the prize.
Balloons on strings. Hit with 3 darts.

☺

2009

2010

Pyramid used cans. 3 balls to hit down.
Small drinks. Fishing lines with rings on bottom. Get rings to go on top of lids
to win
2 buckets, heaps cotton wool balls 2 spoons. A transfer race between
buckets.
Plastic sandpit. 2 people opposite sides. First to blow ping pong ball to other
side.
Bungy with drinks and prizes to reach. Need a lot of man power.

☺

Different objects. Guess the weights.
Layton Cottam owns this. Smack a hammer on a disc to hit the dumbbell
Clothes horse/pipe/blow up bat/rat. Attach pipe to horse at an angle. Put the
rat in the top and guess when to hit it at the bottom. Needs a bit of duct tape!
3 different size bunnies. Throw hula hoops over them.
Banana boxes decorated up like cars. Mark out a grid on ground with tape. 4
lanes. Throw a dice. First car to end wins.
Jar of jelly beans with a verse in it. Guess how many jelly beans and win the
jar of beans.
10 mouse traps and ping pong balls. 2 planks on either side. Set traps and
throw balls to set them off.
Paratroopers from Warehouse party section. Set out hula hoops and throw
paratrooper to land in hoop.
Magnetic/Velcro dart board. 3 turns to hit the point value stated

☺
☺
☺

Decorate old tins and put plates on top with different point values.
Quoits game with points system
Biggest ladder you can find. Put it up and put stickers on each rung with
different points. Throw foam catapults or something else to get highest points
Line up 15 yellow ducks on different levels. Use bow and arrows from $2
shop to hit them down

☺
☺

Mark out tape on floor. Roll a ball to land in the marked area to get points.
Use disposable coffee cups and put different smells in cups to guess the
smell.
Swing a hula hoop on a rope to something. Throw paper planes through
when it is swinging
Knock objects off a frame i.e. ladder, anything around you can find.
Big board and bean bags to play the game.
A plank. Walk the plank with various things i.e. book on head, umbrella,
blindfolded etc to get to the other end without falling off. Who can do it the
quickest
Throw soft balls into a toilet from a specified distance
Mark out a big square with smaller squares inside with chalk/tape. Throw
bean bag 3x to get certain point value.
Fill a treasure chest with goodies. Get a padlock with three keys. Put three
keys with 20 other different ones. Three tries to pick out the right key to open
and get prize.

FACE PAINTING
BOUNCY CASTLE
ANIMAL BALLOONS
HAIRBRAIDING
TABLE TENNIS TABLE
STILTS
CLOWNS
UNICYCLES
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☺
☺
☺
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☺
☺
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4.

Guess the Number of Jelly Beans

Guess How
Many!
NUMBER
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
423

NAME
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PHONE
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5. Sign in and out sheet
Child’s
Surname

Child’s
First
Name

Sign In
(Parent/
Caregiver
Signature
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Sign Out
(Parent/
Caregiver
Signature

Contact
phone
number
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Contact Us
To contact a Kids Friendly Coach or Advisor check our website:
http://www.kidsfriendly.org.nz/about/contact-us/
or email us:
admin@kidsfriendly.org.nz
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